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Abstract— Fault detection is a classical area of study in
robotics and extensive research works have been dedicated
to investigate its broad applications. As the breath of robots
applications requiring human interaction grow, it is important
for robots to acquire sophisticated social skills such as empathy
towards pain. However, it turns out that this is difficult to
achieve without having an appropriate concept of pain that
relies on robots being aware of their own body machinery
aspects. This paper introduces the concept of pain, based on
the ability to develop a state of awareness of robots own body
and the use of the fault detection approach to generate artificial
robot pain. Faults provide the stimulus and defines a classified
magnitude value, which constitutes artificial pain generation,
comprised of synthetic pain classes. Our experiment evaluates
some of synthetic pain classes and the results show that the
robot gains awareness of its internal state through its ability
to predict its joint motion and generate appropriate artificial
pain. The robot is also capable of alerting humans whenever
a task will generate artificial pain, or whenever humans fails
to acknowledge the alert, the robot can take a considerable
preventive actions through joint stiffness adjustment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fault detection is a classical area of study in robotics
which mainly considered as a stimulus in robot motion
planning. Earlier studies, reported in [1], [2], [3] provide
the foundation for the importance of incorporating failure
detection into robot planning mechanisms. Various aspects of
robot motion planning are investigated in [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]
and extensions the scope to multiple robot planning [9], [10].
All of these studies assume that the robot is fully functional.
In practice, however, robots fail and their failure can affect
not only the plans but also put resources and people at risk.
As the use of robots grow, such as in human-robot interaction
or robot-to robot interaction,a new and growing field of
research, robots are required to develop more sophisticated
social skills. Understanding the concept of pain in humans
themselves is critical for planning and tasks that require
human-robot interaction. However, this raises an issue on
how a robot can develop a proper concept of pain which
relies on the robot being aware of its own body machinery
aspects. [11] proposes a damage recovery approach where
robots are aware of their body hardware failure, such as
one or few of robot joints suffer from malfunctions. The
study reports that the robot successfully discovers a new
qualitative behavior of hexapod gaits. However, when this
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type of fault is detected, it merely functions as a stimulus
to activate the new motion plan or new motion behaviour
generation. Unlike in robots, in human mechanism, any
machinery of body failure will generate internal states where
humans experience what is called ’pain’ [12]. In fact, if
the faults in robots themselves are associated with not only
stimulus but also specific meaningful magnitude, it will be
beneficial for robots to incorporate them as part of their ex-
perience. This paper intends to derive machinery faults of the
robots, detected from robot proprioceptive sensors, into an
appropriate representation of pain by introducing an artificial
pain concept containing synthetic pain classification. This
paper provides experimental results by presenting different
scenarios to evaluate each of synthetic pain classification
proposals.
The reminder of the paper proceeds as follows: section
II gives an overview of proposed artificial pain concept,
including description of the proposed synthetic pain and
the integration process into the robot mechanism. Section
III presents the raw data analysis and synthetic pain classes
followed by section IV which covers the experiment stages.
Results and discussions are presented in section V followed
by section VI which focuses on the overall achievement and
possible future developments.
II. APPROACH OVERVIEW
Our approach contains three major steps of development,
firstly, redefining the artificial pain, and then integrating
this artificial pain concept into real robot mechanism. Fi-
nally, experiments, which involve human-and-robot interac-
tion through a hand pushing task, are carried out.
A. Artificial Pain
Our artificial pain for robots contains three classifications
of synthetic pain de-rived from the report [13], described
as follows:
• Category 1 :Proprioceptive pain which is associated
with potential hardware damage, functions as an alert
signal.
• Category 2 :Inflammatory reduction pain associated
with the change of robot behaviour as the result of:
2.1 Predicted robot hardware damage.
2.2 Real robot hardware damage.
• Category 3 :Sensory malfunction pain, associated with:
3.1 Abnormal function of internal sensors.
3.2 Damage internal sensors.
